Risk Intelligence and Solutions Ecosystem
Innovative, industry-wide risk management solutions created for
and in collaboration with financial institutions

RISE is a unique collaborative ecosystem, which allows financial institutions to enhance risk management practices. It does this by
developing best practices and centralising delivery, thereby reducing duplication and strengthening risk management standards.
RISE enables financial institutions to work with their peers, designing and consuming a range of innovative solutions across the Risk
Management and Compliance value chain.
RISE aims to continuously deliver best-in-class products and solutions focusing on three key ecosystem components:

Data

Models

Platforms and analytics

Pooling, centralisation and optimisation,
and industry benchmarking

Automated modelling tools leveraging
domain and technical expertise

Automated advanced processes leveraging
innovative technologies and analytics

Value drivers
Cost savings through mutualisation and avoidance
of duplication

Insights into best-in-class industry practices and
benchmarks

Ability to demonstrate thought leadership to the
industry and regulators

Peer networking on common industry
priorities

Best-in-class product suite
Designed in conjunction with financial institutions to meet their industry needs.

Scenario Expansion Manager (SEM)
A centralised one-stop analytical platform
providing modelling solutions for regulatory and
internal stress testing

Value drivers
Streamlined expansion platform with auditable
workflows, reducing operational risk and
enhancing cost savings

Low Default Portfolios (LDP)
A data consortium that pools default data across
banks to enable development of robust probability
of default models

Strategic Comparison and Advisory Narrative
(SCAN)
A series of metrics-driven studies with a significant
advisory component to provide actionable
intelligence about best-in-class industry practices

Climate Risk
A solution that aids financial institutions in the
identification, measurement, and stress testing of
the inherent climate risks in their portfolios

Innovative business model
Facilitates multilateral engagement,
identifies industry priorities, and builds
mutualised solutions

A rich, global default pool with
granular transparency into obligor
names and default classification

Industry forums
o Roundtables to allow financial
institutions to discuss common industry
challenges
o Subject matter insights leveraging
domain expertise

Tangible insights into the current
practices of peers, cost structures,
operating models and future roadmaps

Product design
o Joint product design incorporating
industry best practices
o Mutualised solutions that deliver valueadd across multiple regulatory
jurisdictions

Accelerated readiness for regulatory
compliance, tangible benchmarks, and
cost mutualisation

Development and testing
o RISE invests in the product build
o Design input from financial institutions
ensures products are fit for purpose
o Proof of concepts for informed buying
decisions

About CRISIL
CRISIL is a leading, agile and innovative global analytics company driven by its mission of making markets function better.
It is India's foremost provider of ratings, data, research, analytics and solutions with a strong track record of growth, culture of innovation, and global footprint.

It has delivered independent opinions, actionable insights, and efficient solutions to over 100,000 customers through businesses that operate from India, the US, the UK, Argentina,
Poland, China, Hong Kong and Singapore.
It is majority owned by S&P Global Inc, a leading provider of transparent and independent ratings, benchmarks, analytics and data to the capital and commodity markets worldwide.

About RISE
CRISIL’s Risk Intelligence and Solutions Ecosystem (RISE) is an industry-wide consortium that works with financial institutions to identify common industry challenges, reduce costs
and strengthen risk management practices. RISE enables financial institutions to work with their peers in designing and consuming a wide range of innovative solutions across the risk
management and compliance value chain.

CRISIL Privacy Notice
CRISIL respects your privacy. We may use your contact information, such as your name, address, and email id to fulfil your request and service your account and to provide you with additional
information from CRISIL. For further information on CRISIL's privacy policy please visit www.crisil.com.
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Contact us:
rise@crisil.com
https://www.crisil.com/rise
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